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1. Introduction

1.1. Background and Related Works

Blind signature, first introduced by Chaum (1982) at Crypto’82, is a variant of digital
signatures, which allows the user to get a signature without giving the signer any infor-
mation about the actual message or the resulting signature. This blindness property plays
a central role in applications such as electronic voting and electronic cash schemes where
anonymity is of great concern. So, since it was introduced, blind signature has attracted
considerable amount of attention.

However, since the signer’s view is perfectly shut off from the signing messages and
the resulting signatures, there is a particular drawback of blind signatures that the signer
can not assure himself that the blind messages accurately contains the information he de-
sires and then the signatures may be used in an unintended way. In a practical sense, it is
essential for the signer to include some term of validity in the signing message to prevent
abusing. To overcome the weakness of blind signature, Abe and Fujisaki (1996) intro-
duced the concept of partially blind signature at Asiacrypt’96, which allows the signer
to explicitly include common information in the blind signature under some agreement
with the user.

Since Abe and Fujisaki (1996) had introduced partially blind signature in 1996, se-
veral partially blind signature schemes have been proposed. Abe and Camenisch (1997)
proposed a partially blind signature scheme based on Schnorr signature. Miyazaki, Abe
and Sakurai (1997) proposed a partially blind signature scheme based on DSS and a
scheme for message recovery signature. Fan and Lei’s low-computation scheme is based
on quadratic residues problem (Fan and Lei, 1998). In 1999, Juang and Lei (1999) pro-
posed a DL-based partially blind threshold signature scheme, and recently Chien, Jan and
Tseng (2003) proposed a RSA-based partially blind threshold signature scheme. The first
provably secure partially blind threshold signature scheme was proposed at Crypto2000
by Abe and Okamoto (2000), followed by the Maitland and Boyd’s provably secure re-
strictive partially blind signature scheme (Maitland and Boyd, 2002). In fact, these two
schemes’ security are proved under non parallel attack only. They are forgeable under the
generic parallel attack if the ROS-Problem is solvable, namely security against the generic
parallel attack depend on the difficulty of ROS-Problem. Yang and Jan (2004) recently
proposed another provably secure restrictive partially blind signature scheme based on
the intractability of the ROS-Problem and the hardness of the Discrete Logarithm Prob-
lem. At Indocrypt 2003, Zhang, Safavi–Naini and Susilo (2003) proposed a pairing-based
partially blind signature scheme. Newly, Chow et al. showed that Zhang et al.’s scheme is
indeed linkable and proposed two new blind signature schemes that achieve unlinkability
(Chow et al., 2004). One of their schemes is a partially blind signature scheme in con-
ventional PKI while another one is an ID-based partially blind signature scheme. Zhang
et al. have revised their scheme to avoid the Chow et al.’s attack (Zhang et al., 2004).
Recently, Huang et al. (2005) proposed a convertible undeniable partially blind signature
scheme.
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1.2. Motivation and Main Contribution

The same as the normal signatures, the partially blind signatures still have the “self-
authenticating” property that anyone having a copy of any signature can check its validity
using the corresponding public information, and the signatures can be transferred in any
way by any people. This “self-authenticating” property is necessarily required for many
applications of digital signature, but seems to provide too much authentication than nec-
essary in some other applications, where a signed message is personally or commercially
sensitive, such as a bill of tax, a bill of health, a writ of summons, a testament etc. Thus
it may be preferable to put some restrictions on this property to prevent potential misuse
of signatures.

There are several signatures with different restrictions on verification and confir-
mation available. The undeniable signature was introduced by Chaum and Antwerpen
(1989) at Crypto’89, in which the signature cannot be verified without the help of the
signer. The directed signature first proposed by Lim and Lee (1992) at Auscrypto’92,
in which only the signer and the recipient can verify the validity of a given signature.
The designated confirmer signature, introduced by Chaum (1994) at Eurocrypt’94, has a
property that the use of signatures is controlled by two people: the signer and the desig-
nated confirmer. The nominative signature, first proposed by Kim, Park and Won (1996)
and improved by Huang and Wang (2004) is the dual signature scheme of the undeniable
signature, in which not the signer but only the recipient can control the use of signatures.
In addition, in 1999, Araki, Uehara and Imamura proposed the limited verifier signa-
ture (Araki et al., 1999), and Steinfeld et al. proposed the universal designated-verifier
signature in 2003 (Steinfeld et al., 2003).

We consider the scenarios of signing testament. Suppose that the user Alice wants
a lawyer Bob to notarize her testament by signing it. Since the testament is personally
sensitive, Alice may desire that: (1) the content of the testament should be blind to Bob;
(2) only Alice herself and the beneficiary designated by her, such as her daughter, can
verify and confirm to third party the validity of the resulting signature; (3) who is the
designated beneficiary should be blind to Bob; (4) when it is necessary, Alice or the
designated beneficiary can convert a given signature into a publicly verifiable one. To the
best of our knowledge, up to now, there are no signature scheme available satisfying all
these four requirements.

Combining the concept of partially blind signature with the concept of designated
confirmer signature, we introduce a new concept of convertible user designating con-
firmer partially blind signature, in which only the designated confirmer (designated by
the user and blind to the signer) and the user can verify and confirm the validity of a given
signature and convert a given signature into a publicly verifiable one, to meet all four re-
quirements above. We present a formal definition for it and propose a concrete provably
secure scheme with a proof of security and a brief analysis of efficiency. We prove that
the proposed scheme is unforgeable under adaptive chosen-message attack assuming the
intractabilities of the Discrete Logarithm Problem and the ROS-Problem. The proposed
scheme has an advantage that after a signature was converted, the converted signature is
indistinguishable from normal partially blind signatures.
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We would like to emphasize some differences between the user designating confirmer
signature and the designated confirmer signature: (1) not the signer but the user desig-
nates the confirmer in the former while the signer designates the confirmer in the latter;
(2) the signer can neither verify nor confirm the validity of given signatures in the for-
mer while the signer can do that in the latter; (3) the signer can not know who is the
designated confirmer in the former. These three properties with the convertibility make
the convertible user designating confirmer signature is very fit for the case of signing
testament. Since the lawyer (the signer) can neither use the testament (the signature) nor
know who is the beneficiary (the designated confirmer), the interest of the user would be
protected farthest. Furthermore, there are two ways for the beneficiary and the user to use
the testament, one is proving the validity of the testament using the confirmation proof
protocol, another is converting the testament into a publicly verifiable one.

The convertible user designating confirmer partially blind signature is very fit for
signing personally or commercially sensitive message and may be useful to the Internet
community and Web-based systems community.

1.3. Organization

The paper is structured as follows. The preliminaries are given in next section, and in Sec-
tion 3 we present a formal definition of convertible user designating confirmer partially
blind signature. Section 4 proposes a concrete provably secure convertible user designat-
ing confirmer partially blind signature scheme with a proof of security and a brief analysis
of efficiency. The conclusions are given in Section 5.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Cryptographic Setting

Let p, q be large primes that satisfy q|(p − 1), and g be an element in Z
∗
p with order

q. Let 〈g〉 denote the subgroup in Z
∗
p generated by g. Let H: {0, 1}∗ → Zq and F :

{0, 1}∗ → 〈g〉 be public hash functions.
All arithmetic operations are done in Z

∗
p hereafter unless otherwise noted. We will use

the notation a ∈R A to mean that a is randomly chosen from A and use the symbol ‖ to
mean concatenation.

Following are three hard problems and their corresponding assumptions.
Discrete Logarithm (DL) Problem: Given g, u ∈ Z

∗
p, find an integer a ∈ Z

∗
q such that

u = ga.
Discrete Logarithm (DL) Assumption: For every probabilistic polynomial-time algo-

rithm A, the advantage of A to solve DL-Problem is negligible.
Decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) Problem: Given g, h, u, v ∈ Z

∗
p, decide whether

logg u = logh v.
Decisional Diffie–Hellman (DDH) Assumption: For every probabilistic polynomial-

time algorithm A, the advantage of A to solve DDH-Problem is negligible.
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Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) Problem: For some a ∈ Z
∗
q , given g, h, ga ∈

Z
∗
p, compute ha.

Computational Diffie–Hellman (CDH) Assumption: For every probabilistic polyno-
mial-time algorithm A, the advantage of A to solve CDH-Problem is negligible.

2.2. Zero-Knowledge Proof Protocol

Assume the prover knows the discrete logarithm x of y = gx and wants to confirm the
verifier that logg y = logh z for given group elements h and z.

ZKP: Proving the equality of two discrete logarithms (Chaum and van Antwerpen,
1989)

1. The verifier chooses a, b ∈R Z
∗
q , computes α = hagb, and sends α to the prover.

2. The prover chooses t ∈R Z
∗
q , computes β1 = αgt, β2 = βx

1 , then sends (β1, β2) to
the verifier.

3. The verifier sends (a, b) to the prover.
4. If α = hagb, the prover sends t to the verifier.
5. The verifier checks whether β1 = hagb+t, β2 = zayb+t.

It was proved that the protocol above is zero-knowledge and uncheatable (Chaum and
van Antwerpen, 1989). The uncheatable means that the prover cannot cheat the verifier
with probability exceeding p−1 even with infinite computing power.

2.3. Signature of Knowledge

A pair (c, s) satisfying c = H(g‖h‖y‖z‖ gsyc‖hszc‖m) is signature of equality of the
discrete logarithm of y with respect to the base g and the discrete logarithm of z with
respect to the base h for the message m and is denoted by SEQDL(g, h, y, z, m).

A SEQDL (g, h, y, z, m) can only be computed if the private key x = logg y =
logh z is known, by choosing k ∈R Zq, and computing c and s according to c =
H(g‖h‖y‖z‖gk‖hk‖m), s = k − c x (mod q).

This signature of knowledge can also prove the logarithms of two group elements with
respect to two different bases are the same. Signature of knowledge is non-interactive and
transferable while the zero-knowledge proof protocol above is interactive and untransfer-
able.

3. Definition of Convertible User Designating Confirmer Partially Blind Signatures

A secure convertible user designating confirmer partially blind signature scheme, which
involves three parties: the signer S, the user U and the confirmer C designated by the user,
is a ten-tuple (KG, SigS,U , VerC , ConfC , ConvC , UVerC , VerU , ConfU , ConvU , UVerU )
such that the following held. Assume the signer and the user agree on a piece of common
information info.

• KG is a probabilistic polynomial-time key generation algorithm that takes input
security parameter 1n, outputs a public and private key pair (pk, sk).
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• SigS,U is an interactive probabilistic polynomial-time signature issuing protocol
between the signer S and the user U , which on common input security parameter 1n,
the signer S’s public key pkS , common information info, the signer S inputs his private
key skS and the user U inputs message msg, the designated confirmer C’s public key
pkC and his private key skU privately, respectively. They engage in the signature issuing
protocol and stop in polynomial-time. When they stop, the user outputs either “False” or
a signature σmsg,info for message msg with regard to the common information info. Let∑

msg,info be the set of signatures σmsg,info for message msg with regard to the common
information info.

• VerC (VerU ) is a polynomial-time verification algorithm for the designated con-
firmer C (the user U ), in which the designated confirmer (the user) inputs security pa-
rameter 1n, the signer’s public key pkS , the user’s (the designated confirmer’s) public key
pkU(C), the designated confirmer’s (the user’s) private key skC(U), message msg, common
information info, and a presumed signature σ, outputs either 0 or 1. For all msg and info,
for any constant c, and for sufficiently large n, if σ ∈

∑
msg,info,

Pr
[
VerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU(C), skC(U)) = 1

]
> 1 − n−c,

otherwise,

Pr
[
VerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU(C), skC(U)) = 0

]
> 1 − n−c.

• ConfC (ConfU ) is an interactive confirmation proof protocol between the desig-
nated confirmer C (the user U ) and the third party T , which, on common input secu-
rity parameter 1n, message msg, common information info, a presumed signature σ, the
signer’s public key pkS and the user’s (the designated confirmer’s) public key pkU(C).
Here the designated confirmer (the user) is the prover with an auxiliary input, his private
key skC(U), and the third party T is the verifier. They engage in the proof protocol and
stop in polynomial-time. When they stop, the third party T outputs either 0 or 1. For all
msg and info, for any constant c, and for sufficiently large n, if σ ∈

∑
msg,info,

Pr
[
Conf

C(U)(1
n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU(C), skC(U)) = 1

]
> 1 − n−c,

otherwise,

Pr
[
CDS(U)(1n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU , skS(U)) = 0

]
> 1 − n−c.

• ConvC (ConvU ) is a polynomial-time conversion algorithm for the designated con-
firmer C (the user U ), which, on input security parameter 1n, message msg, common
information info, a valid signature σmsg,info, the signer’s public key pkS , the user’s (the
designated confirmer’s) public key pkU(C), the designated confirmer’s (the user’s) private
key skC(U), outputs a converted signature σ′

msg,info which can be universally verified.
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• UVerC (UVerU ) is a polynomial-time universally verification algorithm, which on
input security parameter 1n, the signer’s public key pkS , message msg, common informa-
tion info and a converted signature σ′

msg,info, outputs either 0 or 1. For all msg and info, for
any constant c, and for sufficiently large n, if σ′

msg,info is a converted signature converted
by the designated confirmer C (the user U ),

Pr
[
UVerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ′

msg,info, pkS) = 1
]

> 1 − n−c,

otherwise,

Pr
[
UVerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ′

msg,info, pkS) = 0
]

> 1 − n−c,

• Completeness If the signer S and the user U follow the signature issuing protocol
and the user U outputs σmsg,info, then for any constant c and for sufficiently large n,

Pr
[
VerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σmsg,info, pkU(C), skC(U)) = 1

]
> 1 − n−c,

Pr
[
Conf

C(U)(1
n,msg, info, σmsg,info, pkU(C), skC(U)) = 1

]
> 1 − n−c,

Pr
[
UVerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ′

msg,info, pkS) = 1
]

> 1 − n−c,

where σ′
msg,info is the signature converted from σmsg,info.

• Unforgeability Let F be a probabilistic polynomial-time forging algorithm which,
on input security parameter 1n, common information info, the public keys PK =
(pkS, pkC , pkU), can request and receive signatures of polynomial-many adaptively cho-
sen message and common information pairs (msgi, infoj), and finally outputs (msg, info,
σ) with (msg, info) /∈ {(msgi, infoj)}. For all such F , for any constant c, and for suf-
ficiently large n, the probability that F outputs (msg, info, σ) for which at least one of
VerC , Conf C , VerU and Conf U outputs 1 is less than n−c, that is,

Pr
[
(msg, info, σ)←FSig(1n,msg, info, PK): (msg, info) /∈{(msgi, infoj)}

∧
(
VerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU(C), skC(U)) = 1

∨ Conf
C(U)(1

n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU(C), skC(U)) = 1
)]

< n−c.

• Verification Untransferability Let A be a probabilistic polynomial-time attacking
algorithm which, on input security parameter 1n, the public keys PK = (pkS, pkC , pkU),
message msg, common information info and a presumed signature σ, can request the exe-
cution of VerC , Conf

C
, VerU and Conf

U
for polynomial-many adaptively chosen strings

except σ, and finally outputs either 0 or 1. For all such A, for any constant c, and for
sufficiently large n,

∣∣∣Pr
[
AVerC(U),ConfC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ, PK)

= VerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU(C), skC(U))
]
− 1/2

∣∣∣ < n−c.
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• Confirmation Untransferability Let ConfA be a probabilistic polynomial-time
(interactive) proof protocol which, on input security parameter 1n, the public keys PK =
(pkS, pkC , pkU), message msg, common information info and a presumed signature σ,
can request the execution of ConfC , ConfU , ConvC and ConvU for polynomial-many
adaptively chosen strings, where ConfA can request execution of ConfC and ConfU on
the given (msg, info, σ) but cannot request execution of ConvC and ConvU on (msg, info,
σ). The attacker and the third party engage in protocol ConfA and stop in polynomial-
time. When they stop, the third party T outputs either 0 or 1. For all such ConfA, for any
constant c, and for sufficiently large n,

∣∣∣Pr
[
Conf

VerC(U),ConfC(U)

A (1n,msg, info, σ, PK)

= VerC(U)(1n,msg, info, σ, pkS, pkU(C), skS(U))
]
− 1/2

∣∣∣ < n−c.

• Partially Blindness Let S′ be a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm, U0 and
U1 be two honest users. U0 and U1 engage in the signature issuing protocol with S′

for messages msgb and msg1−b with regard to the common information info, and output
σmsgb, info and σmsg1-b, info, respectively, where b ∈R {0, 1}. Sends (msg0, msg1,
σmsgb, info, σmsg1-b, info) to S′ and then S′ outputs b′ ∈ {0, 1}. For all such S′, U0 and

U1, for any constant c, and for sufficiently large n, |Pr[b = b′] − 1/2| < n−c.

4. Concrete Provably Secure Scheme

In this section, we propose a concrete provably secure convertible user designating con-
firmer partially blind signature scheme. The idea behind the proposed scheme to achieve
the designated confirmer property is embedding yxU

C = yxC
U into signatures so that the

signatures cannot be verified without the user’s private key xU nor the designated con-
firmer’s private key xC and prevent other people from verifying signature. The confirma-
tion protocol base on a zero-knowledge proof protocol.

4.1. Proposed Scheme

Assume the signer S, the user U and the designated confirmer C’s public and private key
pairs are (yS, xS), (yU , xU) and (yC , xC), respectively, where y∗ = gx∗ . Let msg be the
message to be signed. The signer and the user first agree on common information info in
a predetermined way.

• Signing
1. The signer chooses u, s, d ∈R Z

∗
q , computes

z = F(info),

a = gu,

b = gszd,
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then sends (a, b) to the user.
2. The user chooses t1, t2, t3, t4 ∈R Z

∗
q , computes

z = F(info),

α = agt1yt2
S ,

β = b gt3zt4 ,

ε = H(α‖β‖z‖msg),

e = ε − t2 − t4 (mod q),

then sends e to the signer.
3. The signer computes

c = e − d (mod q),

r = u − c xS (mod q),

then sends (r, c, s, d) to the user.
4. The user checks whether

gryc
S = a,

gszd = b.

If two equations above are held, he computes

t = H(yxU
C ‖ε‖info‖msg)

ρ = (r + t1)t−1 (mod q),

ω = (c + t2) (mod q),

σ = (s + t3)t−1 (mod q),

δ = (d + t4) (mod q),

and publishes the signature σmsg,info = (ρ, ω, σ, δ) for message msg with regard to com-
mon information info. Otherwise, outputs “False”.

• Verification
The User’s Verification and the Designated Confirmer’s Verification are the same. The

user or the designated confirmer computes

t = H
(
yxU

C ‖ω + δ‖info‖msg
)

= H
(
yxC

U ‖ω + δ‖info‖msg
)

and then checks whether

ω + δ = H
(
gρtyω

S ‖gσtzδ‖F(info)‖msg
)
,

where and hereafter z = F(info).
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• Confirmation
The User’s Confirmation and the Designated Confirmer’s Confirmation are the same.

The user or the designated confirmer (the prover) computes A = gρt, B = gσt, then
sends A, B and proves loggρ A = loggσ B to the third party (the verifier) using ZKP.
Then the third party checks whether

ω + δ = H
(
Ayω

S ‖Bzδ‖F(info)‖msg
)
.

• Selective Conversion
The User’s Conversion and the Designated Confirmer’s Conversion are the same.

When the user or the designated confirmer wants to convert a signature σmsg,info =
(ρ, ω, σ, δ) into a publicly verifiable one, he computes

t = H
(
yxU

C ‖ω + δ‖info‖msg
)

= H
(
yxC

U ‖ω + δ‖info‖msg
)
,

ρ′ = ρt (mod q),

σ′ = σt (mod q),

and publishes the converted signature σ′
msg,info = (ρ′, ω, σ′, δ).

Remark. The converted signature is indistinguishable from normal partially blind sig-
natures.

• Universally Verification
Anyone can verify the converted signature σ′

msg,info = (ρ′, ω, σ′, δ) by checking

ω + δ = H
(
gρ′

yω
S ‖gσ′

zδ‖F(info)‖msg
)
.

4.2. Security

• Completeness. The completeness can easily be verified by straightforward calcu-
lating.

• Unforgeability. Assuming the intractability of the Discrete Logarithm Problem
and idea randomness of hash functions H and F , the proposed scheme is unforgeable
under adaptive chosen-message attack. The proof of the unforgeability of the proposed
scheme follows the proof of the Lemma 2 in (Abe and Okamoto, 2000) given by Abe and
Okamoto (see Appendix).

The proof of the Lemma 2 in (Abe and Okamoto, 2000) did not take the generic
parallel attack into account. In fact, the scheme in (Abe and Okamoto, 2000) is forgeable
under the generic parallel attack if the ROS-Problem is solvable, so the security against
the generic parallel attack to this scheme depends on the difficulty of ROS-Problem. Our
scheme’s security is the same as that of the scheme in (Abe and Okamoto, 2000). Finding
a provably secure DL-based partially blind signature scheme, in which its security does
not depend on the difficulty of ROS-Problem, remains an open problem.
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• Verification Untransferability. In the proposed scheme, to verify a given signa-
ture σmsg,info = (ρ, ω, σ, δ), one needs to compute t = H(yxU

C ‖ω + δ‖info‖msg) =
H(yxC

U ‖ω + δ‖info‖msg), which is equivalent to compute yxU
C = yxC

U . Assuming the
intractability of the CDH-Problem, any adversary can not compute yxU

C = yxC
U . So the

verification untransferability is held under the Computational Diffie–Hellman Assump-
tion.

• Confirmation Untransferability. Since ZKP used in the confirmation protocol is
zero-knowledge (Chaum and van Antwerpen, 1989), the proposed scheme is confirmation
untransferability under the Decisional Diffie–Hellman Assumption.

• Correctness of Confirmation. By confirmation protocol, the prover proves that he
knows t such that ω+δ = H(gρtyω

S ‖gσtzδ‖F(info)‖msg), namely, the prover proves that
he can extract a valid signature for message msg with regard to common information info.
Since the scheme is unforgeable, it guarantees that the signer indeed issued the signature
and the prover holds it.

• Partially Blindness. For i = 0, 1, let (ai, bi, ei, ri, ci, si, di) be data appearing in
the view of the signer S during the execution of the signature issuing protocol with the
user for message msgi with regard to common information info, and let (ρi, ωi, σi, δi) be
the corresponding signatures. It is sufficient to show that there exists a tuple of factors
(t1, t2, t3, t4) that maps (ai, bi, ei, ri, ci, si, di) to (ρj , ωj , σj , δj) for each i, j ∈ {0, 1}.
To this end, we define t1 = ρjtj − ri, t2 = ωj − ci, t3 = σjtj − si, t4 = δj − di, where
tj = H(yxU

C ‖ωj + δj‖info‖msgj), and have that

aig
t1yt2

S = griyci
S gρjtj−riy

ωjtj−ci
S = gρjtj y

ωj
S = αj ,

big
t3zt4 = gsizdigσjtj−sizδj−di = gσjtj zδj = βj .

Thus, (ai, bi, ei, ri, ci, si, di) and (ρj , ωj , σj , δj) have exactly the same relation de-
fined by the signature issuing protocol. Such (t1, t2, t3, t4) always exist regardless of the
values of (ai, bi, ei, ri, ci, si, di) and (ρj , ωj , σj , δj). Therefore, even for an infinitely
powerful S′, the probability Pr [b = b ′] = 1/2, and the proposed scheme is partially
blind.

• Unlinkability. Since the signature (ρ, ω, σ, δ) is partially blind, the only way for
the signer to link a signature to its owner is extracting some information about the owner
from t. But, under the CDH-Assumption, given any public key pair (y1 = gx1 , y2 = gx2),
the signer can not decide whether t = H(yx2

1 ‖ω + δ‖info‖msg) or not. Thus the signer
can not link a signature to its owner.

4.3. Efficiency

In computation, compared with the Abe and Okamoto’s scheme (Abe and Okamoto,
2000), to achieve the designated confirmer property our scheme only has one additional
Hash function computation in both signing procedure and verification procedure. The
verification of converted signature is the same as that of Abe and Okamoto’s scheme.

In communication, the proposed scheme is the same as Abe and Okamoto’s scheme.
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5. Conclusions

A feasible solution to prevent potential misuse of signatures is to control their verification
and confirmation. In this paper, we introduce a new concept of convertible user designat-
ing confirmer partially blind signature along with a formal definition for it and a concrete
provably secure scheme that implements it. The convertible user designating confirmer
partially blind signature is fit for signing personally or commercially sensitive message
such as a testament and may be useful to the Internet community and Web-based systems
community.

The security against the generic parallel attack to all DL-based partially blind sig-
nature schemes available depends on the difficulty of ROS-Problem. Finding a provably
secure DL-based partially blind signature scheme, in which its security does not depend
on the difficulty of ROS-Problem, remains an open problem.

Finally, we would like to point out that the proposed scheme can easily be transformed
into a fully blind one by fixing common information to a single string. Furthermore, let
t = 1, the proposed scheme becomes a normal partially blind signature scheme.

Appendix: Proof of the Unforgeability of the Proposed Scheme

The proof of the unforgeability of the proposed scheme follows the proof of the Lemma 2
in (Abe and Okamoto, 2000) given by Abe and Okamoto.

We first treat the common-part forgery where an adversary forges a signature with
regard to common information info that never requested to signing oracle. Next we treat
one-more forgery. For this case, we first prove the security with restricted signing oracle
that issues signatures only for a fixed info, and then eliminate the restriction by showing
the reduction from the unrestricted signing oracle model to the restricted one.

For each info, let linfo be the number of queries with the common information info
asked from attacker to signing oracle. (For info that has never asked to signing oracle,
define linfo = 0.) Let qF , qH and qS be the maximum number of queries asked from
attacker to F , H, and signing oracle, respectively.

First, we consider common-part forgery. Assume that U∗ is a common-part adversary
with probability µ > n−c. By using U∗, we construct a machine M that forges a non-
blind version of signature and then use M to solve the discrete logarithm problem by
exploiting the collision property. Let (y, g) be the problem that we want to solve logg y,
we construct M as following:

• Select I ∈R {1, · · · , qF + qS} and J ∈R {1, · · · , qH + qS}.
• Run U∗ with pkS := (y, g, p, q) simulating H, F and signing oracle as follows.

– For i-th query to F , return z such that

∗ z := F(infoI) if i = I , or
∗ z := gwi where wi ∈R Z

∗
q , otherwise.

– For j-th query to H,

∗ ask H if j = J , or
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∗ randomly select the answer from Zq , otherwise.

– For requests to signing oracle with a common information infok. If F(infok)
is not defined yet, define it as mentioned above. Then,

∗ if infok 
= infoI , simulate a signer by using witness wk as follows:

1. M computes and sends commitments a = gryc, b = gv to U∗,
where r, c, v ∈R Z

∗
q .

2. U∗ computes and sends his challenge e to M. Here M queries ora-
cle service F and H as mentioned above.

3. M sends answer (r, c, s, d) to U∗, where d = e − c, s = v − d wk.
4. U∗ completes signing procedure and outputs signature.

∗ if infok = infoI , we expect that U∗ aborts the session before it receives
(r, c, s, d) and just to simulate the state of abortion. If U∗ tries to com-
plete the session, the simulation fails. In this case, M sends random
a, b, r, c, sand d to U∗.

• If U∗ eventually outputs signature (ρ, ω, σ, δ) with regard to infoI and msgJ , output
them.

The simulation of signing oracle above shows an important fact that the proposed
scheme is witness indistinguishable, which is necessary for our proof.

Note that the queries to F and H may include the ones inquired during the simulation
of signing oracle. So, F and H are defined at qF + qS and qH + qS points during the
simulation, respectively. The simulation of signing for infok 
= infoI can be perfectly
done with wk due to witness indistinguishability. The probability that U∗ is successful
without asking F , H in a proper way is negligible because of the unpredictability of those
hash functions. Thus, the success probability of M is only negligibly worse than µ/(qF +
qS)(qH +qS) which is not negligible in n. By µ′, we denote the success probability of M.

Now we use M to solve logg y. The trick is to simulate F by responding to the query
from M with ygγ where γ ∈R Z

∗
q . Note that M asks each of F and H only once. Fur-

thermore, the query to F happens before the query to H with overwhelming probability
when M is successful because F(info) is contained in the inputs of H. Using the stan-
dard oracle replay technique (Feige et al., 1988) on H. That is, run M with a random
tape and a random choice of H. M then outputs a valid signature, say (ρ, ω, σ, δ), with
probability at least 1 − e−1 (here, e is base of natural logarithms) after 1/µ′ trials. Then
rewind M with the same random tape and run it with a different choice of H. By repeat-
ing this rewind-trial 2/µ′ times, we get another valid signature, say (ρ′, ω′, σ′, δ′), with
probability at least (1−e−1)/2. In other words, with constant probability and polynomial
running time, we have two valid signatures (ρ, ω, σ, δ) and (ρ′, ω′, σ′, δ′) with regard to
the same α and β. Thus, ρt + ωx = ρ′t + ω′x, σ + δ(x + γ) = σ′ + δ′(x + γ), and
ω + δ 
= ω′ + δ′ are held. Since at least ω 
= ω′ or δ 
= δ′ happens, we can get x as
x = (ρ − ρ′)/(ω − ω′) or x = (σ − σ′)/(δ − δ′) − γ.

Next, we consider the case where the forgery is attempted against info such that
linfo 
=0. As the first step, we consider the case where the common information is a fixed
one.
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Assume U∗
F is a single-info adversary with non-negligible probability. We construct

an algorithm M that utilizes U∗
F as black-box and breaks the intractability assumption of

the discrete logarithm, namely, on input (g, z0), computes w0 such that z0 = gw0 .
M firstly selects b ∈R {0, 1} and assigns (y, z) as (y, z) = (gx, z0g

γ) if b = 0, or
(y, z) = (z0g

γ , gw) if b = 1 by choosing γ, x (or w) ∈R Z
∗
q . F is defined so that it returns

appropriate value of z according to the choice. Hereafter, without loss of generality, we
assume that b = 0 is chosen. M can then simulate the signing oracle, since the signing
protocol is witness indistinguishable and having x = logg y is sufficient to complete the

protocol. Let Ŝ denote the signer simulated by M.
If U∗

F is successful with probability at least η, we can find a random tape string for
U∗

F and Ŝ with probability at least 1/2 such that U∗
F with succeeds with probability at

least η/2.
By employing U∗

F as a black-box, we can construct U∗
which has exactly the same

interface with Ŝ as U∗
F has, and plays the role of an impersonator in the interactive identi-

fication protocol with verifier H (Suppose that H has the knowledge of xl’s and can verify
the signatures). When U∗

F asks at most qH queries to random oracle H, U∗
is successful in

completing the identification protocol with verifier H with probability at least η/2qlinfo+1
H ,

since, with probability greater than 1/2qlinfo+1
H , U∗

can guess a correct selection of linfo+1
queries that U∗

eventually uses in the forgery. Similar to the case of common-part forgery,
using the standard oracle replay technique, M can obtain w0 = (σi − σ′

i)/(δi − δ′i) − γ

such that z0 = gw0 with probability η2/240(linfo + 1)(linfo + 2)2q2(linfo+1)
H (Abe and

Okamoto, 2000), where i is an random index of the successful challenge tuple.
Now we consider the case where the common information is not all the same. Given

successful forger U∗
B , we construct successful forger U∗

F of the fixed-info version as fol-
lowing.

• Select J randomly from {1, · · · , qF + qS}.
• Run U∗

B simulating H, F and signing oracle as follows.

– For j-th query to F , return z := F(infoJ) if j = J , or z := gwj where
wj ∈R Z

∗
q , otherwise. (If z has been already defined at query point infoj ,

return that value.)
– For all queries to H, ask H.
– For requests to signing oracle

∗ If U∗
B initiates the signature issuing protocol with regard to infoJ , U∗

F

behaves transparently so that U∗
B can talk with signer.

∗ If U∗
B initiates the signature issuing protocol with regard to infoj where

j 
= J , U∗
F simulates a signer by using wj as above.

• Output what U∗
B outputs.

U∗
F is successful if U∗

B is successful and correct J is chosen so that the final output
of U∗

B is a signature with regard to infoJ . Therefore, the success probability of U∗
F is

µ/(qF + qS) where µ is the success probability of U∗
B.
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↪Irodomai saugūs dalinai akli parašai su vartotojo paskirtu
patvirtintoju

Zhenjie HUANG, Kefei CHEN, Yumin WANG

Šis straipsnis pristato nauj ↪a dalinai aklo parašo su vartotojo paskirtu patvirtintoju s ↪avok ↪a, kurio-
je tik vartotojo paskirtas patvirtintojas ir pats vartotojas gali patikrinti ir patvirtinti parašo galiojim ↪a
ir paversti paraš ↪a viešai patikrinamu. Tokia s ↪avoka yra formaliai apibrėžta ir konkreti ↪irodomai
saugi schema yra pasiūlyta bei pateiktas jos saugumo ↪irodymas ir trumpa efektyvumo analizė.
Pasiūlyta schema yra nesuklastojama adaptyviai parinkt ↪u pranešim ↪u atakos.


